Uncovering graph regions where vertices have significantly different attribute distribution than the majority of nodes could expose important clues about how a network spreads diseases, propagates information, and promotes product purchases. In this paper, we introduce a mixture model to identify such graph anomalies from a large attributed graph. Our probabilistic framework, gAnomaly, models multiple processes that generate node attributes in a graph and partitions the graph into regions whose attribute distributions differ from each other. Two types of regularizers are further integrated with the mixture model to accommodate smoothness of anomaly regions that leads to better detection. We exploit deterministic annealing EM, instead of the conventional EM, to iteratively estimate the model parameters, since deterministic annealing EM achieved better estimates independent of the parameter initialization. Vertices are then assigned to either the anomaly or the background class upon convergence. gAnomaly takes into consideration both structural and attribute information, while avoiding an artificially designed anomaly measure. Experiments on both synthetic and real data show gAnomaly outperforms the state-of-art algorithm at uncovering anomalous attributed patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of large-scale graphs has motivated research in graph mining and analysis, such as graph patter mining, graph search, graph summarization, and graph anomaly detection [1] , [2] , [3] . In recent years, with the proliferation of rich information available on real-world entities, graphs are often associated with a number of attributes that describe the characteristics and properties of vertices. This gives rise to a new type of graphs, namely attributed graphs. For instance, in a social network, a user can be annotated by their political views. In a collaboration network, an author can contain attributes representing their domain expertise. A variety of studies have been dedicated to mining attributed graphs [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
An emerging family of research in graph mining is graph anomaly detection [3] , [7] , [8] . A graph anomaly is a constituent component such as node, edge, and subgraph, which exhibits abnormal features that render it different from the rest of the graph. The majority of existing work in this aspect focuses on utilizing only the structural information of graphs [7] , [8] . This problem becomes particularly interesting and challenging, as rich attribute information starts to proliferate in real-world graphs. How do we leverage structural and attributive information to identify anomalies in graphs? In this paper, we propose a probabilistic framework, gAnomaly, that automatically captures and describes the existence of anomalies in a graph, avoiding heuristic design of rules and anomaly measures. gAnomaly combines both structural and attributive information to uncover graph anomalies in a principled manner. Fig. 1 . A subgraph that has a high percentage of infected nodes Consider a physical contact graph shown in Figure 1 , where each vertex is a person, an edge means there exist physical contact between two persons, and the vertex color represents whether this person has been infected with a certain disease. As shown, compared to the rest of the graph, the highlighted region, R, exhibits different distribution of vertex colors. Specifically, most of the people in R have been infected, while the people outside the region are not. Given a large graph, it will be important to single this region out so that we can study whether people in R are more susceptible to infection.
Applications of such anomaly detection abound. In a customer social network, where users are annotated with products they have purchased, we can uncover interesting customer groups or chains where a great percentage of them have purchased a certain product. Such information is very helpful for companies to conduct personalized advertising. Another case in point, given a network of computers, such anomaly detection can reveal the distribution patterns of various types of intrusion attacks, as well as regions in the network that suffered a large number of targeted attacks. This work is related to a few previous studies [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] , which can be applied to detecting various kinds of graph anomalies. [6] proposed a novel graph clustering algorithm using both structural and attributive similarities through a unified distance measure. [5] introduced a model-based approach to discover graph clusters where vertices in each cluster share common attribute and edge distributions. Both studies aim for the same goal: the vertices within clusters are densely connected in terms of structure, and have low diversity in terms of attribute. The so-called cohesive subgraphs [4] these studies tend to uncover are shown in Figure 2 . An iceberg re-gion [1] contains frequent occurrence of an attribute in its close neighborhood. Since high personalized pagerank scores in a neighborhood usually means a highly connected local cluster, the patterns discovered in [1] are usually well connected too. gAnomaly does not require nodes in an anomaly to be highly connected. A path in a sparse graph where the majority of nodes on the path have the same disease is definitely abnormal if the occurrence of this disease in the whole population is low. gAnomaly aims to discover connected subgraphs where nodes exhibit abnormal distributions, in comparison with the average of the entire graph. An abnormal region is not necessarily a dense subgraph; it can take any structural form, such as a path or a tree. On the other hand, we shall not require every node in the region has the same attribute, due to missing data and noise.
gAnomaly is designed to model attribute distribution of anomalies and background in a vertex-attributed graph, and to discover regions which exhibit distributions that are significantly different from the background. gAnomaly is based on the intuition that multiple attribute distributions, that coexist in a graph, govern the behavior of vertices. Uncovering these distributions and their corresponding regions enables fundamental understanding of vertex behavior in the structural and attributive space, which is the key to finding graph anomalies.
gAnomaly adopts a finite mixture model (FMM) that has been popularly used to interpret the presence of sub-populations exhibiting various probabilistic distributions within an overall population [9] , [10] , [11] . We propose an FMM-based approach to model the underlying attribute distributions in a vertex-attributed graph. While statistical models have been successfully applied to various graph mining tasks [5] , [12] , [13] , probabilistically modeling attribute distributions in a graph is still under-explored. In order to accommodate graph structure, we propose network regularizers to enhance our model. An entropy regularizer is further introduced to control the mixture proportions for each vertex, which facilitates assigning vertices into different mixture components. In addition, we utilize a deterministic annealing expectation maximization (DAEM) procedure [14] , [15] to estimate model parameters, which avoids local optima to a large degree and reduces the dependency on model initialization. Experiments on both synthetic and real data demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the problem. The data model is described in depth in Section III. Section IV discusses how to use DAEM to learn the model and uncover anomalies. How to measure the quality of the proposed method is discussed in Section V. Empirical findings are presented in Section VI. Sections VII reviews important related work, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
gAnomaly identifies anomalous vertices and regions, by modeling the underlying process that govern the distribution of vertex attributes. In an vertex-attributed graph, there might exist regions, where the distribution of attributes significantly differs from the majority. Using the previous contact network example, if we consider the attribute type "infected" with two binary values, {"Yes", "No"}, we will discover that some regions in the network contain an abnormally higher percentage of infected people. For instance, a region in which 90% of the people are infected is distinctive, if such percentage for the background is only 10%. How to automatically discover these anomalous regions and their corresponding process that generates these attributes is the problem we are going to solve.
Let G = (V, E, A) be an undirected vertex-attributed graph. V is the vertex set, E is the edge set, and A is a function that maps a vertex to an attribute value, A : V → A, where A is the set of distinct attribute values in G. For the ease of presentation, we assume there is only one attribute type with binary values, A = {1, 0}. Each vertex has one of the values in A. For example, if the attribute type is "gender", A could be: {"Female", "Male"}; if the attribute type is "political view", A could be: {"Liberal", "Conservative"}. Such assumptions are only made to simplify the presentation of our discussions. gAnomaly is readily applicable to multiple attribute types with categorical attribute values.
Definition 1 (Binary Vertex Color):
Given a vertex attributed graph G and an attribute of interest a, each vertex either contains a or not. Let A be the domain, i.e., the set of possible values, of a. A = D(a) = {1, 0}. A vertex has value 1 if it contains a, and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, a vertex is called black vertex if it has value 1 for a, and white otherwise.
Problem Statement: Given a vertex-attributed graph G of black and white vertices, assuming the white vertices are the majority of the graph, find anomalous regions where a much higher percentage of black vertices occur. A region takes the form of a connected subgraph, which may or may not be densely connected.
III. DATA MODEL
In order to detect anomaly regions with significantly different attribute distribution, we first make assumptions about how those anomaly vertices occur and create a model to describe their occurrence. Inspired by the anomaly detection model proposed in [9] , we employ a two-component mixture model to interpret the existence of anomalies. Let V (0) be the set of majority (background) vertices, and V (1) be the set of anomaly vertices. V = V (0) V (1) , and V (0) V (1) = ∅. Similar to PLSA, we assume each vertex has its own probability to belong to either the majority or the anomaly class. Given a vertex v i , with probability θ
Let P be a mixture model interpreting the overall distribution for a vertex, we have
where {θ
i } is the vertex-dependent mixture weights and θ 
i }, each vertex is better explained by either the anomaly model, P (1) (θ (1) i ≥ 0.5), or the background model, P (0) (θ (1) i < 0.5). The goal of our framework is to estimate such "belonging" memberships, which eventually leads to uncovering anomaly vertices.
A. Bernoulli Mixture Model
The mixture model describes the overall attribute value distribution for any vertex, assuming that there are two different underlying components in G, the anomaly and the background. Now we show more details on how to formulate each component. The attribute value at each vertex, is chosen from a predefined set of discrete values. As aforementioned, for the ease of presentation, we assume there is only one attribute type in G, which takes binary values, A = {1, 0}. Let X i be a Bernoulli random variable indicating if v i has this attribute or not. As a result, we can model each mixture P (k) as a Bernoulli distribution. Let p (k) = (p (k) (1), p (k) (2)) T be the vector of outcome probabilities in this Bernoulli distribution, and p (k) (1) + p (k) (2) = 1. 1 p (k) (1) is the probability for a vertex to contain the attribute in the k-th mixture component. For each component P (k) , we model the conditional likelihood of v i as:
gAnomaly is extensible to more complicated data models. If there are multiple attribute types in G, which are assumed to be independent among each other, we can model each of them independently. If an attribute type has more than two distinct values, we can model P (k) using a categorical distribution. It can also be extended to include multiple levels of anomalies, when k ≥ 2.
IV. MODEL UPDATING AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Given the above mixture model, detecting anomalies existing in G is essentially the following process: (1) estimating the data likelihood function of observing all vertices under the mixture model; (2) determining the best component model to describe each vertex; (3) uncover the anomaly vertices based on the vertex-component association.
A. Regularized Data Likelihood
An important step in gAnomaly is to determine the best component model to describe each vertex. We achieve this goal via fitting the observed data with the model and estimating the mixture weights, θ (k) i 's. The total (conditional) data likelihood of the entire set of vertices, V , given the finite mixture, is the product of such likelihood of each vertex v i ∈ V ,
For computational reasons, we compute the log-likelihood to turn multiplication to addition,
However, estimating model parameters by simply maximizing the above likelihood overlooks the network structure. Solely maximizing Equation (4) generates the same estimates even if we change the edge structure of G. In fact, it will just group all black vertices together as the anomaly and leave the white vertices as the background.
1) Network Regularizer:
If we assign all black vertices into one component, and all white into the other, such assignment is bound to produce the highest data likelihood. However, such assignment produces little practical value, because the vertices within the same component are most likely spread out in the graph. In reality, it is desirable for vertices assigned to the same class to exhibit satisfying connectivity. To achieve this goal, a distinctive feature of our model is to smoothen the mixture weights across the graph, so that neighboring vertices have similar model memberships. Inspired by the NetPLSA model proposed in [12] , we adopt a graph-based discrete regularizer that smoothens vertex model memberships. The criterion of this harmonic regularization is succinct and intuitive: vertices which are connected should have similar model membership priors, namely the mixture weights, θ
where · is the l 2 norm of a vector. The essence of R (0) N (Θ) is: by deducting this term from the data log-likelihood in Equation (4), we can minimize the sum of squared differences of the mixture weights of all connected vertex pairs in G.
The regularizer developed in [12] is used to smooth the topic models of neighboring documents, while it is used here to smooth the mixture coefficients of neighboring nodes. By applying this regularizer, the anomaly vertices should form a few connected components, which are good for subsequent information diffusion analysis. It is only meaningful to further study how information traverses among the anomalies, if they form one or a few connected subgraphs.
is, the number of neighbors around a vertex has a significant effect on its mixture weights; i.e., if a vertex has many connections to other vertices, it is less likely to have different mixture weights from its neighbors. In this situation, distribution of attributes plays a less significant role in determining the underlying probabilistic components and assigning mixture weights. As a result, vertices which have fewer connections to others usually are separated to one component while strongly connected vertices stay in another component. We name this phenomenon as neighborhood size effect. To alleviate the problem, we further propose two variations of the network regularizer:
[Type 1: Minimizing Mean] R
(1) N (Θ) minimizes the sum of the average difference between the mixture weights of a vertex and those of its neighbors, for all vertices in G. R
is essentially a vertex degree-normalized version of R (0)
where N (i) is the set of neighbors of vertex v i , and |·| denotes the cardinality of a set.
[Type 2: Minimizing Minimum] R
(2) N (Θ) minimizes the smallest difference between the mixture weights of a vertex and those of its neighbors, for all vertices in G.
Different from the original network regularizer R (0) N (Θ), the effect of the number of neighbors for each vertex (i.e., the neighborhood size effect) is discounted by adopting either the average or the minimum function in our proposed regularizers. Furthermore, the rationales behind R N (Θ) is to make a vertex close to the majority of its neighbors, in terms of mixture weights. That is, using R (1) N (Θ) helps a vertex to be assigned to the same class as most of its neighbors. Intuitively, this contributes to larger connected areas in each mixture component. On the other hand, the goal of R (2) N (Θ) is to make a vertex close to the neighbor that it has the most similar mixture weights with. Since vertices with the same attribute tend to have similar mixture weights, R
N (Θ) helps assigning connected vertices with high attribute homogeneity into the same mixture component. Section VI empirically compares these two regularizers.
There are alternative regularizer formulations. For example, instead of minimizing the minimum difference, we can minimize the maximum difference. The intuition behind this is also to generate large connected areas. In addition, we can modify the formulation in Equation (6). Instead of assigning the same weight (1/N (i)) to all the neighbors, different emphasis can be assigned to different neighbors. For instance, we can assign higher weights to neighbors that share the same attribute as the root vertex. We experimented with a few alternative regularizers, with which no consistent advantage was observed over the previous two regularizers. Thus in this paper, we focus on R N (Θ). Certainly, choosing which regularizer depends on applications and the propagation mechanism of attributes.
2) Entropy Regularizer: Additionally, in order to facilitate vertex assignment, our model should have the ability to generate biased mixture weights (e.g., {1, 0} or {0, 1}), rather than balanced weights (e.g., {0.5, 0.5}) across the two components. Since biased mixture weights correspond to lower Shannon entropy, we further incorporate an entropy regularizer to accommodate this property. We design this regularizer to take the form as the sum of the negative entropy function over the mixture weights on all vertices. Intuitively by favoring a larger value of such regularizer, it will result in more biased mixture weights. That is, the mixture weights tend to be more focused on one component, instead of balanced across the two. Let R E (Θ) denote such regularizer.
3) Regularized Likelihood: We modify the original mixture model with the aforementioned network/connectivity and entropy regularizers. The regularized data likelihood over the entire vertex set has the following form:
where ℓ(V ) is the log-likelihood of the mixture model, R
is one of the network regularizers, and R E (Θ) is the entropy regularizer. λ and γ are the coefficients associated with the network and entropy regularizer, respectively. Note that such a regularization framework can be generalized to other forms of log-likelihood functions and regularizers.
B. DAEM Framework
Although the expectation-maximization (EM) [10] , [16] algorithm has been widely used to approximate the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) in mixture model learning, a standard EM has the drawbacks of converging to local optima and initialization dependence. To address such drawbacks, deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) has been proposed and applied to various mixture model scenarios [14] , [15] , [17] , [18] . DAEM reformulates the log-likelihood maximization as the problem of minimizing the free energy function by using a statistical mechanics analogy. The posterior probability of latent variables further includes a "temperature" parameter which controls the influence of unreliable model parameters. The annealing process of adjusting the temperature is able to reduce the dependency on initial model parameters. Therefore in this paper we adopt the DAEM approach, as outlined in Algorithm 1, to learn our model parameters.
In the DAEM algorithm, maximizing the log-likelihood of our mixture model, as shown in Equation (4), is reformulated as the problem of minimizing a free energy function
where 1/β is called the "temperature", and Φ is the set of model parameters, {Θ, p (k) }. The temperature is initialized at a high value and decreases gradually as the iterations proceed. When β = 1, the negative free energy becomes the loglikelihood of our mixture model.
Maximizing the regularized data likelihood in Equation (9) is then reformulated into minimizing a regularized free energy function,f β (Φ), where the network and entropy regularizers are kept unchanged,
We now detail the E-step and M-step in the DAEM procedure used to learn our model.
1) E-
Step: Let z i be the latent membership of vertex v i , where z i = k is the event that v i is assigned to component k. Let Φ t be the current estimates of the model parameters, and w (k) i be the posterior probability of the event z i = k. In the E-step of a standard EM procedure, we calculate the posterior distribution of z i as
.
Then the expectation of the complete log-likelihood with respect to the posterior distribution P (z i |v i ; Φ) is:
In DAEM, the posterior probability of belonging to either mixture component further contains the temperature parameter β. Let w (k) i (β) denote this new posterior probability, i.e., the new latent membership. It is given by [15] w (k)
Using Jensen's inequality, we have
Therefore, in the E-step of DAEM, we estimate the expectation of the complete log-likelihood w.r.t the new posterior distribution P (z i |v i ; Φ t , β) as in Equation (16), and f β (Φ) is upper bounded by −Q β (Φ|Φ t ).
2) M-Step: Finally, the goal of the M-step boils down to minimizing a regularized upper bound function, F β (Φ|Φ t ):
In gAnomaly, we use the widely adopted L-BFGS [19] algorithm for the optimization. Instead of storing the dense Hessian approximation matrix, during optimization, the L-BFGS algorithm saves only a few vectors to represent the approximation implicitly, which significantly decreases the memory requirement. Since L-BFGS is a classic and wellestablished algorithm [19] , we omit the detailed analysis on its complexity and convergence rate. 3) Vertex Assignment: Upon the convergence of the iterative DAEM process, the next step is to assign each vertex to either the anomaly or the background mixture component. We can subsequently use such assignment to uncover anomaly regions in G. Let z * i be the component label that v i is assigned to after convergence. z * i can be estimated using the updated mixture weight matrix at the time of convergence.
where z * i is estimated as the label of the mixture component for which v i has the highest mixture weight.
V. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
In order to measure the performance of the proposed algorithm and its competitors, we decide to study the largest anomaly (the largest connected component, LCC, denoted as S 0 ) that can be discovered by these algorithms. Two variables are extracted for each LCC: (1) the percentage of black vertices in the LCC; (2) the pattern size, i.e., the number of vertices. Two evaluation metrics are used: Mahalanobis distance and pattern probability.
A. Mahalanobis Distance.
We use Mahalanobis distance (M-distance) to evaluate how good each method is at finding non-random patterns. Mdistance is a multivariate version of z-score. It gauges the distance of an observation from the centroid of a multivariate distribution, given the covariance of the distribution. We use it to evaluate if the pattern found in the original graph is a multivariate outlier against random cases. Two variables are considered: the size and the percentage of black vertices. The following steps are taken: (1) Apply a method (gAnomaly or other methods) on G, and retrieve the pattern S 0 . Let B(S 0 ) and |S 0 | be the percentage of black vertices in S 0 , and the size of S 0 , respectively. (2) Randomly shuffle the vertex attribute values in G, while keeping the total number of black vertices unchanged. Let {G 1 , . . . , G r } be the set of r randomly-shuffled graphs (all have the same structure as G). (3) Create a reference random sample set by applying the same method on each G i and retrieving the pattern S i . Let B(S i ) and |S i | be the respective two variables. (4) Compute the M-distance of S 0 to the r random samples. Let S i = (B(S i ), |S i |) T , i = {0, 1, . . . , r}, and µ be the mean of the random samples { S 1 , . . . , S r }. The M-distance of S 0 is:
Σ is the covariance matrix of the r random samples. A larger M-distance means a higher deviation from random cases.
B. Pattern Probability
Another important measure is to calculate the statistical significance of the uncovered patterns. Statistical significance refers to the "non-randomness" of the pattern, meaning that the occurrence of this pattern is not random in the original graph. If we randomly shuffle the attribute values in the graph, and apply gAnomaly on the randomized graph, the chance to retrieve such a pattern again should be small.
It is hard to calculate statistical significance of anomalies proposed in this work due to the lack of close-form solution and the inefficiency of using a simulation approach. We use pattern probability to measure how "rare" a pattern is in G, without considering the pattern structure. The random variable of observing a percentage of black vertices follows a binomial distribution. Let P b denote the percentage of black vertices in G. P b is considered as the probability to observe black vertices. Let N b 0 be the number of black vertices in S 0 . The probability of observing N b 0 or more black vertices from a set randomly chosen vertices with size |S 0 | is:
A small pattern probability means a higher abnormality of S 0 .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate gAnomaly using both synthetic and real-world networks. Results show that compared to the baseline, gAnomaly is better at uncovering large subgraphs with high concentration of black vertices. gAnomaly was implemented in MATLAB. All the experiments were conducted on a machine that has a 2.5GHz Intel Xeon processor, 32G RAM, and runs 64-bit Fedora 8. Figures are best viewed in color.
A. Data Description
Both synthetic and real networks are tested. One attribute of interest is chosen for each network. Vertices with this attribute are colored black. The motivation of using synthetic networks is to test the robustness of gAnomaly and make comparisons when parameters in synthetic data are varied.
Last.fm Network. We use a subgraph extracted from the Last.fm 2 network provided in [20] , with 5,000 vertices and 6,789 edges. Vertices are users, edges denote friendships, and the vertex attributes are the artists the user has listened to. We choose the most popular attribute "Radiohead" in [20] , and color vertices with this attribute as black. The percentage of black vertices in this subgraph is 39.56%. Synthetic Last.fm Networks. We use the structure of the previous Last.fm network, and synthetically generate attributes 2 www.last.fm for it. A random well-connected region with 30% of all the vertices, is chosen to be the anomaly region, while the other vertices in the graph constituent the background. Four synthetic networks are generated. The probability for a vertex in the anomaly region to be black, ω A , varies from 60%, 70%, 80% to 90%; the probability for a vertex in the background to be black varies from 40%, 30%, 20% to 10%, respectively. Cora Network. The Cora network 3 consists of 2,708 scientific publications and their 5,429 citation relations. Each vertex is a publication, and each edge denotes a citation relation. Publications are classified into: {"Case Based", "Genetic Algorithms", "Neural Networks", "Probabilistic Methods", "Reinforcement Learning", "Rule Learning", "Theory"}. We choose the most prevalent class as the attribute of interest, "Neural Networks" (with 818 vertex members). A vertex is black if it is from the class "Neural Networks". DBLP Networks. This network composed of 6,307 vertices and 8,709 edges is extracted from the DBLP bibliography 4 . Each vertex is an author. There is an edge between two authors if they have coauthored at least five papers. Each author is labeled with a research field from: {"Database", "Data Mining", "Information Retrieval", "Artificial Intelligence"} as in [5] . We use two versions of this network: DBLP-IR and DBLP-DM, where black vertices are authors with the label "Information Retrieval" (totally 795 black vertices) and "Data Mining" (totally 1,096 black vertices), respectively.
B. Experimental Settings
We compare gAnomaly with the state-of-art probabilistic graph clustering algorithm BAGC [5] to see which is better at discovering non-random anomalous patterns. BAGC is a Bayesian model designed to find cohesive patterns in attributed graphs via graph clustering where vertices in each cluster share common attribute and edge distributions. Given that black vertices are those of interest, we treat the cluster with the highest fraction of black vertices as the anomaly cluster in each method. The pattern under study is the largest connected component (LCC) in the anomaly cluster, denoted as S 0 . We are going to examine the size of LCC, its percentage of black vertices, Mahalanobis distance and pattern probability.
Our experiments focus on the following: (1) visualize the M-distance between S 0 and random samples for gAnomaly and BAGC. (2) observe how performance changes w.r.t the network regularizer coefficient λ; The entropy regularizer coefficient γ is set as 0.5, and the number of generated random samples r is 100. 
C. Results on Synthetic Data
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gAnomaly, R power of the tested algorithm. It is much more significant in gAnomaly than BAGC, especially when ω A >= 0.7. For the randomized graphs, it seems BAGC often finds the same set of dense subgraphs; many circles overlap each other. For both methods, M-distance decreases, namely the red star gets closer to the centroid of the blue circles, when ω A decreases. In such situations, the anomalies are harder to detect since the percentage of black nodes is closer to the one in the background.
We then present sensitivity analysis of λ, the coefficient of network regularizer. Figure 4 shows how the two metrics change with λ on the synthetic network with ω A = 0.9. With appropriate setting of λ, gAnomaly performs significantly better than BAGC. Both versions of gAnomaly outperform BAGC in M-distance when λ <= 0.1, and in pattern probability for all λ's. Performance of gAnomaly decreases as λ increases. This is because when λ is small, network regularization plays a smaller role, resulting in smaller patterns with higher concentration of black vertices; when λ is large, the patterns tend to be larger with less fraction of black vertices. In comparison with R (1)
N is less sensitive to λ, yielding good abnormality measures even for large λ. This conforms with the intuition of R
N . We can conclude: (1) There is a trade-off between the abnormality and the size of the pattern; a small λ generates more small patterns, whereas a large λ 
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gAnomaly, R (1) gAnomaly, R (2) It is validated that minimizing the minimum mixture weight difference between a vertex and its neighbors as R
N , is the best way to connect abnomal regions with high fraction of black vertices. R (2) N is a good choice if both abnormality and size of a pattern are desired. Now we show results on all four synthetic networks, with ω A varying from 0.6 to 0.9. A larger ω A represents a larger gap of black vertex percentage between the anomaly and the background. Figure 5 shows how gAnomaly and BAGC perform with varying ω A (λ = 0.01). Both versions of gAnomaly significantly outperform BAGC on all networks. R
N in this scenario, which will be analyzed in Section VI-F. The performance improves as ω A increases, because the difference between anomaly and background also increases, which renders it easier for both methods to identify the anomaly region.
D. Results on Real Data
In this section, we report results on four real networks. Figure 6 presents λ sensitivity analysis on those networks. We can observe a very similar trend as in Figure 4 . Overall in most cases gAnomaly outperforms BAGC in M-distance when λ <= 0.1, and in binomial probability for all λ's. For most networks, R
N is again less sensitive to λ, yielding good mea- Mahalanobis Distance λ gAnomaly, R (1) gAnomaly, R sures even for large λ. Note that the performance of gAnomaly is contingent on the structure and pattern distribution within the network. If the network does not contain a significant anomaly region, gAnomaly is not able to identify it; or if the anomaly consists of many cohesive patterns, BAGC will do better than gAnomaly. This explains why gAnomaly does not perform as well on DBLP-DM as on other networks. Figure 7 shows the comparison between gAnomaly and BAGC using λ = 0.01, where gAnomaly significantly outperforms BAGC on all networks but DBLP-DM, in both metrics. Figure 8 further visualizes the M-distance of the uncovered pattern S 0 in the original graph, to a set of random samples derived from each real network with attribute value reshuffled. R (2) N is used in gAnomaly. Again the distance between S 0 to the centroid of the random samples is much more significant in gAnomaly than BAGC, especially on Cora, DBLP-IR, and DBLP-DM.
E. Case Study
We further conduct case studies on the two DBLP networks to examine the content of uncovered anomaly patterns. Figure 9 shows a portion of the anomaly patterns gAnomaly uncovers from DBLP-IR and DBLP-DM. Black authors represent those that are classified as from the respective field. For example in Figure 9 (a), Chengxiang Zhai is classified as "Information Retrieval", whereas Geoge Karypis is not. We use the author labels provided by [5] , which assigns the most representative label from the four research areas to each author. A few observations are made from our case studies: (1) For a specific research field, gAnomaly uncovers a continuous region with a high concentration of authors from this field. (2) The uncovered pattern is not necessarily densely connected, meaning that gAnomaly is not looking for cliques or nearcliques where most authors have collaborated with everybody else. (3) The pattern contains a small fraction of authors not from this field. gAnomaly includes such "bridge' authors to tolerate noise so that a region can span across multiple research groups. Once such patterns are found, it will be useful to further study how information has diffused among those authors over time. Finding such patterns is a critical step for localized network influence analysis.
F. Discussion
Our experiments clearly demonstrate the advantage of gAnomaly over BAGC. M-distance comparison shows that gAnomaly is better at generating non-random statistically significant patterns. Pattern probability comparison shows that patterns found by gAnomaly are more rare. gAnomaly discovers large abnormal patterns that contain a significant portion of black vertices. Such patterns are different from either dense or cohesive patterns. Meanwhile, the larger the difference between the anomaly and the background is, namely the more distinctive the anomaly is, the easier it is for gAnomaly to identify it. Results in Section VI-D indicate that the anomaly regions in Cora and DBLP-IR are more distinctive than those in Last.fm and DBLP-DM. BAGC is better at finding denselyconnected cohesive patterns. For example, we also tested DBLP-DB network (authors labeled as "Database" are colored black); BAGC outperformed gAnomaly in M-distance. Users can choose the algorithm based on the network property and application. Figures 3 and 8 show that the patterns found by BAGC concentrate on a few distinct sizes. This is due to the unchanged graph structure while creating random graph samples. BAGC finds cohesive patterns, which entails dense ...
x ` r s (b) DBLP-DM Pattern Fig. 9 . DBLP Case Study connectivity in a pattern. While the attributes in the graph are randomly shuffled, the unchanged topological structure leads BAGC to frequently uncover the few regions with high edge density.
We further summarize the findings on comparing R 
N is less sensitive to λ. When λ is large, the patterns found by R (2) N contain more black vertices. This conforms with the design of R (2) N , which enforces vertices of the same color to have similar mixture weights. As a result, the black cluttering effect is more apparent in R N produce patterns with high percentage of black vertices. This is because when the weight on network regularizer is small, the regularized likelihood is predominated by the likelihood term (ℓ(V ) in Equation (9)), therefore vertices with the same color tend to be assigned to the same component.
VII. RELATED WORK
Various studies have been dedicated to pattern mining in attributed graphs [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [21] . An iceberg region [1] contains frequent occurrence of an attribute. Due to an inherent property of personalized pagerank used in [1] , it usually discovers dense region. [4] introduces cohesive pattern, a connected subgraph whose density exceeds a threshold and has homogeneous feature values. [21] discovers top-k subgraphs with shortest diameters that cover the given query of attributes. [5] proposes a model-based approach to discover graph clusters where vertices in each cluster share common attribute and edge connection distributions. In comparison, our goal is to identify graph anomalous patterns with arbitrary shapes, including path, tree, and all kinds of connected subgraphs.
Another related topic is graph anomaly detection [3] , [22] , [8] , [7] , most of which uses the structural information only. For example, [22] transforms the graph adjacency matrix into transition matrix, models the anomaly detection problem as a Markov chain process and finds the dominant eigenvector of the transition matrix. [8] proposes a parameter-free graph clustering algorithm to find vertex groups, and further finds anomalies by computing distances between groups. In both [22] and [8] , the outlierness of each vertex is only based on its connectivity. Inspired by fraud detection, [7] defines a graph substructure as anomaly if it is isomorphic to the normative substructure within a certain amount of vertex or edge modifications. [3] finds abnormal vertices in an edgeweighted graph by examining if their "ego-nets" comply with certain rules. In this work, we propose a principled prob-abilistic framework to capture anomalies based on attribute distributions in a graph.
Probabilistic models have been a popular choice for graph mining research and social network analysis [23] , [12] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] . [12] proposes a novel solution to regularize a PLSA statistical topic model with a harmonic regularizer based on the graph structure. [27] proposes a unified generative model for both content and structure by extending a probabilistic relational model to model interactions between the attributes and the link structure. The motivation of those works, however, is fundamentally different from ours.
Mixture models have been attracting attention in finding interesting patterns in various data [9] , [23] , [28] . [23] addresses the problem of feature selection, via learning a Dirichlet process mixture model in the high dimensional feature space of graph data. [9] applies a mixture model to unsupervised intrusion detection, when the percentage of anomalous elements is small. Meanwhile, various techniques have been explored to regularize a mixture model to appeal to specific applications. [28] uses a regularizer based on KL divergence, by discouraging the topic distribution of a document from deviating the average topic distribution in the collection. [12] regularizes the PLSA topic model with the network structure associated with the data. In our work, we propose and experiment with network regularizers to improve the connectivity of discovered graph patterns.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic approach to detect graph anomalies. Given a vertex-attributed graph, an anomaly is defined as a graph region exhibiting significantly different attribute distribution. gAnomaly is introduced to utilize an extended mixture model with network and entropy regularizers to describe the presence of graph anomalies, and further uncover abnormal regions using the learned model. Experiments on both synthetic and real data demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. There are many future directions to pursue: (1) include more factors, such as edge direction and weight, into consideration and extend the model to account for networks with rich content; (2) incorporate temporal information to detect anomalies in dynamically evolving graphs; (3) conduct causal analysis among different anomaly patterns to examine their relationship.
